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3500 Students To Mark Preferences,
ASB Election Chairman Predicts
’Lack of Defined Issues
May Cause Low Turnout’
Phnto by Lou Buonomo

DON’T LOOK NOW
One of the sidelights
I.D.C.’s Playday Saturday was a pie
throwing contest between the residence hall advisers. Here,
Cordell Koland of Alien Hall retaliates with a solid hit to the

face of Gail Richardson of Washburn Hall.

Braden Advocates
More School Funds
Thomas Braden, Democratic
candidate for lieutenant governor,
yesterday told a faculty cafeteria
audience that he would continue
to push for increased expenditures
if elected.
"We’ve got to do a better job
of tying education to the source
of income," he said.
Braden, who is chairman of the
State Board of Education, pledged
himself to push for implementation
of, the Heller Plan for returning
federal income tax for education.
"If we got only 10 per cent of
the money that goes to federal
income tax from California each
year, we would have one billion
dollars of needed funds."
The candidate further pledged
that, even if he failed to get the
plan implemented, he would seek
a .decline in the property tax and
an increase in state income tax.

"Right now the income tax only
takes care of 17 per cent of the
state budget. This is a far too
low percentage," he added.
Braden said that he would make
the post of lieutenant governor
an "action problem-solving post."
Without naming incumbent Glenn
Anderson he referred to his opponent as "inactive" and "unwilling to speak out on the issues of
California.
"He has never made his views
clear on any major problems,"
Braden charged.
During the question period,
Braden was asked if he is a "Kennedy Democrat"
"I certainly hope I’m a Kennedy Democrat," he replied. "The
late President WEIS an old friend
of mine. My children had great
fun bouncing on the White /louse
bed."

By DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An estimated 3,500 students will enter polling booths to
vote today and tomorrow for all ASB offices.
This prediction was made yesterday by Ellis Rother, Election
Board chairman. If Rother’s prediction is correct, this year’s
turnout will be a comedown of 1,600 from last year’s record
tuniout of 5,161.
Rother blames "a lack of clearly defined issues" as the
reasons for the expected small turnout.
Polling places will be located at Seventh and San Carlos
streets, near the barricade; on Seventh Street in front of the
Cafeteria; in front of the bookstore; and at the entrance to the
former inner quad, between Tower
Hall and the Science Building.
Polls will be open from 8:30 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. both days. All voters
will select their choices for ASB
president, vice president, treasurer,
executive secretary and attorney
general.
Freshmen will vote for candidates for sophomore representative, sophomores for junior representative, juniors for senior representative and seniors and graduates for graduate representative.
86 CANDIDATES
Thirty-six candidates are vying
for the 19 available positions, one
less candidate than last year. Four
seats are open in each of the three
undergraduate class delegations,
and two seats for graduate Student Council members. Freshman
will elect their representatives
next fall.
Al Mason, senior journalism major; Bill Clark, junior social science major; and Jerry Spotter,
junior political science and history major, have all declared their
candidacy for the presidency.
PLATFORM NOTED
Mason, president of Collegians
for Educational Responsibility,
calls for the abolishment of ASB
government. Any government national, state. local or ASB, should

have only one legitimate function,
to protect the rights of the governed. I don’t think the ASB government does this," Mason explains.
"I have searched in vain to find
one function or program of this
so-called governinent which is necessary to the protection of my
rights as a citizen or as a student,"
Mason says.
Clark, ASB treasurer, is a member of Financial Advisory Board,
Spartan Shields, and is chairman
of the ASB Constitutional Revision
Corrunittee. He issued, in part, a
five-point platform calling for
"rational progress" in student goverrunent.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Clark calls for student discounts
in local stores, a tutorial program
for underprivileged children, a
master plan for campus beautification, an annual national affairs
sympositun and an exchange progrom with another U.S. college.
Spolter, ASB vice president,
issued a platform calling for "responsible change." He called for
a greater voice for the student
body in major issues, such as the
College Union program.
Spolter has been active in student government for three years,
having served on Student Council
and in the committee system. As
vice president, he is now chairman
of Student Council and a member
of the Financial Advisory Board
and the College Union Board of
Governors.
Vic Lee, sophomore representative and Student Council vice
chairman; and Jim Conklin, head
yell leader, are running for vice
president.
Lee, also chairman of council’s
campus policy committee, feels his
experience qualifies him for the
No. 2 position. Conklin, past chairman of the Independent Housing
Association, says he is unhappy
with this year’s Student Council
and hopes to make well-planned
changes.

Tickets Availa.ble
For ’Sparta Sings’
WHAT A DRAG!
Co-Rec committee members Bobbi Peters, left,
end Judy Fredrickson drag Bill Johnston to this
evening’s "Sadie Hawkins Night," in the Women’s Gym. Penny Peterson, back left, and
Carole Hendy remind Johnston of his probable

Tickel . for the fifth annual
Sparta Sings Song Festival, to
be held Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Civic Auditorium, ;ire on SRIP this
week in front of the Spartan
Bookstore and on Seventh Street,
according to MiRS Judi Cerrie,
co-chairman. Tickets are $1.
The theme of the festival, sponsored by the Associated Women
(AWS) and the Inter-Fraternity
Council (IFC), is "Under the

fate. During the evening there will be folksinging, a relay typical of Dogpatch and, would you
believe, a marrying booth. "The Zu," will welcome SJS students, beginning at 7:30 with dance
music.
.a..1 6111111111111 Spell of Music."

PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL
Three SJS students, from left Bill Clark, Al Mason and Jerry
Spolter, will await the results of campus -wide

balloting today and tomorrow to see which will
be elected ASB president. Polls are open both
days from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

ELECTIONS
VOTE TODAY 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Fromm To Lecture
On Love Obstacles
Dr. Erich Fromm, psychoanalystauthor, recently told a San Francisco audience that fear and narcissism are "obstacles to love." He
will repeat this theme tomorrow
at 10:30 a.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at an ASB Lecture
Committee sponsored speech.
Dr. Fromm is author of "Art
of Loving," and "Escape from
Freedom." He is professor of psychoanalysis at the Medical School
of the National University of
Moder,. At the university he also
works as a consulting psychologist
and theoroetician, applying psychoanalytic theory to problems of
culture and society.
Last week while addressing
members of the American Orthopsychiatric Association, Dr. Fromm
urged individuals to be themselves

even at the risk of being labeled,
"an outsider, peculiar, unadapted
or neurotic."
He received his formal education
at the University of Heidelberg
in Germany and the Berlin Institute of Psychoanalysis. Dr. Fromm
came to the United States in 1933.
He holds membership in the
Washington Psychoanalytic Society and Mexican National Academy of Medicine. He has lectured
at the International Institute of
Social Research at Columbia University, New York City and the
American Institute of psychoanalysis.
Dr. Fromm has served on the
faculties of Bennington College in
Vermont, William Alanson
Institute of Psychiatry in New
York, Michigan State University
and New York University.

Composer To Demonstrate
Avant-Garde Music Form
Rattles, alarm clocks, electric
mixers, chairs and nonsensical vocal noises combine to form the
avant-garde form of "music" composed by John Cage. He will give
a lecture-demonstration tonight in

l4.1St shalents interesded in the
musk and Ideas of John cage
may meet nith him today at
4 p.m. In 111266, said Festival
Cooker,
Chairman Dr.
associate professor of musk%
Concert Hall at 8:15 as a guest
for the Festival of 20th Century
Music.
For some 20 years Cage has
been known for his extraordinary
appmaches to music. His compositions, rhythmically complex Iasi

using long silesees, have created
considerable controversy in the
musical field.
Cage’s forrn of music is largely
"indeterminate," based on chance
and improvisation. The object is
to surprise not only the audience
but the composer himself.
Presenting one of his pieces,
"Four Minutes and 33 Seconds,"
a pianist, sat at the piano with a
stop watch, letting the audience
provide the "music" with coughs,
sneezes and yawns.
In 1964 the New York Philharmonic introduced his "Atlas Eclipticalis with Winter Music." The
performances made use of 90
microphones, each attached to a
musician, seven loudspeakers and
seven amplifiers. Leonard Bernstein gave way to a one-armed
robot conductor.

Prof To Review
Norbert Wiener’s
’God, Golem, Inc.’
Norbert Wiener’s "God and
Golem, Inc.: A Comment on Certain Points Where Cybernetics
Impinges on Religion" will be discussed at today’s Faculty Book
Talk at 12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria
rooms A and B.
Published in 1964, the work
will be reviewed by Dr. Ralph
Parkrnan, department chairman
of materials science and a coordinator of the SJS course on
Cybernetics and Man, which lists
the book amongst its texts.
Wiener is a member of the Department of Mathematics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and winner of the 1963
National Medal of Science for
his contributions in mathematics,
engineering and biological science.
According to the author, the
book’s aim is to "consider . . . in
detail the social consequences of
cybernetics."
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’Vote for Pat
And Pot, Too!’
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Editor

By PAT HEFFERNAN

JERRY FORD

Advertising Mgr.

I would like to take this opportunity
to announce my candidacy for student
body president.
That’s right. I anit running for Big John’s
office. After surveying the candidates preso
catty in the contest, I felt that it is indeed
time for a change and decided to run to
give the students a choice, not an excuse
to avoid the pone.

Guest Editorial

National Pass Time?
At the risk of going out on a skinny
limb we suggest that the long-rumored
decline of baseball didn’t really begin
until somewhere between 1965 and
heater and when the
early 1966.
sport will reach bottom and major
league games will be drawing about as
much interest as a game of, say, la I 111...1.. is hard to say.
That time may be coming. For baseball is not smnething a tnan discovers
suddenly in middle age. If he hasn’t
been hooked by the time he is 8, 10 or
maybe 12, he just isn’t going to be a
baseball fan. And how does baseball
these days look to kids?
There are the Milwaukee Braves,
not long after their flight from Boston,
going through all sorts of legal gyrations to escape from Wisconsin to
Georgia. Not because Atlanta is warmer, but because they hope there’s more
money there. Try to explain that to the
kid in the baseball cap too big for him,
shagging flies on a sandlot.
Then there are Sandy Koufax and
Don Drysdale of the Los Angeles Dodgers, a couple of the best pitchers
around. who formed a sort of twoplayer labor union and held out for
more than a month for a reported

$500,000 each mer the next three
have been
years. When tlie
getting in shape they were taking les
sons in how to be movie actors. Nos%
they lime consented to play this season
for a combined total of around $230
000. or a good deal more than the pay
of embryo actors. How do you explain
all that to the kids?
Baseball wasn’t like this when men
like Dazzy Vance. Tris Speaker and Ty
Cobb were the sweaty heroes of youth.
If there were squabbles. the kids didn’t
know because in those days box scores
were the only thing they read in the
newspapers and what a player got paid
was irrelevent. The game was the
thing.
Now that baseball is adopting some
of the more tawdry trappings of show
biz, it looks less and less like a game
and more like a money machine all the
time. And if people like Koufax and
Drysdale sell the sandlot gang on the
idea that baseball beats the mos ies
only because they can make more
money in it, the great national pastime
is doomed. Say it ain’t so, fellows.
Reprinted from the
Wall Street Journal

’’My text or today: Is GOP Dead? ..."

Thrust and Parry

’Easy Life’ Not So Easy
Editor:
Last year, a plumber, after charging me
$17 for a half-hour’s work on a badly leaking
faucet, made the all -too-familiar comment;
"You’re a teacher and home at 2 o’clock. Gee,
you guys must have an easy lifer
Obviously we teachers do, since. according
to Mr. Mark Miller, a full academic load
"is still below the number of hours put in by
the layman and those of the other professions."
To set the record straight for plumbers,
laymen, and other professional men, here is
an average weekly schedule for teachers at
San Jose State College (by number of hours):
teaching, 12; preparation, 24; grading exam-

Guest Room

ination.s, themes, etc., 3; official meetings and
work, 3; office hours, 5; and research and writing, 10. Total, 57.
Granted that the teacher has a long summer vacation, but he Ls often required by
academic standards or professional conscience
to devote a good part of that vacation to
research and writing. During the academic
year alone, he puts in 36 weeks of 57 hours
each, or 2,052 hours.
Even without the imposed or self-imposed
summer work, 2,052 hours a year still exceed the 2,000 or 1,750 hours put in by nonprofessional men. And the average teacher’s
salary certainly does not compare with the
professional man’s or with the $17 earned
by the plumber for his 30 minutes’ work
(unless, of course, the plumber puts in hours
of preparation, grading, meetings, office hours,
research and writing).

committee

Charles B. Paul
Assistant Professor, Humanities

Administrators Should ’Handle Details’
nfortunately the debate oer
should administer the State Colleges has
been clouded by emotion and side issues.
Much confusion springs front the linking
of the functions of providing leadership
with the tasks of budgeting and accounting for funds and resources.
I will concede that we need trainetl administrators for handling the details of
accounting, allocation of physical resources and the mass of paper work that
is so characteristic of all large organizations. I contend that leadership is another
quality and tloes not exist in all men who
are expert at detail work.
ACADEMIC PROCESS
The college desperately needs good
administrators who will work in support
of the academic process. The teaching
function is the reason for the existence
of the college, and the administrators
should proside the environment and re-0orees required for this function.

leadership of the college nowt
be vested in men who are respected by
their colleagues. The nature of a faculty is
such that scholarship, if not a sufficient
reguirentent, is necessary if a department
head or dean is to enjoy the respect of
his associates.

department heads or deans without extensive consultations with die faculty in each
department. Further, having selected a
head of a department, dub presitlent is too
re te from that department to know how
well the department functions under the
appointee.

LEADERSHIP QUALITY
Additionally, a leader must be 1) sensitive to development in his field 2) capable
of encouraging superior performance by
his associates 3) attentive to the studentfaculty problems 4) able to represent his
departmental or divisional interests in the
college as a whole 5) able to present the
views of the president to his department
or division.
Since the president of a college of this
size cannot possibly know first hand the
men in each department and since he is
not expert in every field of knowledge it
is impossible for the presid. tit to choose

BEST JUDGE
Because the faculty of a department
works intimately with its department head.
that faculty is the best judge of his performance. If the faculty has the responsibility of periodic review, as is presently
the situation on this canipus, it will have
the opportunity to replace a man whose
performance is unsatisfactory.
Professional administrators should be
assigned as assistants for these choson
heads so as to free the departmental chairmen from the tyranny of paper work.

Howe%er,

George M. Similar
Professor of Civil Engineering
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POT PARTY
So I called my party the POT party
(People on Tea), together for a convention
Saturday night and wits able to curry the
nomination before the police broke in
and carted us all off to jail (violation of
the election code, I think the charge was).
My platform, written in jail Sunday,
is simple, straightforward and will benefit
all those who vote for me.
If elected, I promise to browbeat or
ignore (whichever works best) the Student
Council until I get:
1. a raise,
2. a Playmate for a secretary,
3. an unlimited public relations and
miscellaneous budget, so I don’t have to
give the Spartan Daily an accounting of
all the trips I’ll take on ASB moneN.
NO GREF.KS
4. no Greeks appointed to anything.
especially Freshman Camp counselors,
5. a 100 per cent discount for all students in 411 San Jose stores,
6. LSD distribunted at the Health center,
7. a course on how to smoke pot without
burning your throat, (Tripping Out, A&B
6 units, (lecture and lab),
8. a hail fund established for students
and faculty of Tripping Out 11, A&B,
NEW REG SYSTEM
9. a Tower list on college administrators,
10. a new reg system ... the professors
stand in line to ask US if we’ll take their
classes,
11. a weekly fold-out in the Spartan
Daily, featuring the San Jose StateMate
of the week, suitably displayed,
12. my wife elected as ASB president
at the end of my term.
AMBITIOUS PROGRAM
I know this sounds like an ambitious
program for myself and my party (which
hasn’t endorsed me, only nominated me)
to achieve, but my mascot and campaign
manager, a little mouse named T.J. Trip,
know just how it can he done.
We feel we can steal enough money
from ASB fees to bribe the Council into
doing anything I wantfor the good of
the students, of courseand have a tidy
sum left over, and prevent any resignations.
Remember . . . A VOTE FOR PAT
IS A VOTE FOR POT.

4 tvertisernent

Abolish ASB Government!

AL MASON

SCREEN SCENES STRAW HAT
TOWNE
CINEMA
295-7238 1.t33 The Alameda
297-3060
Lawrence Haiyey and Jean Simmons

552 South Bascom

Second Sell -Out Week

"LIFE AT THE TOP"
also

"ONE OF YEAR’S
BEST"
r10 ,

for

li,,1

PRESIDENT

to die
in madrid
.,r

* Make support of athletic events voluntary.
* Avoid ASB favoritism among organizations and points of view.
* No more ASB influence and control over Spartan Daily.
* End Mickey Mouse politics.
"Al Mason for a Beller San
Al Mason ASB ,I4072
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Irene worth
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CAMS
COMOUCtS

SARATOGA
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Fellini’s Masterpiece
"JULIET OF THE SPIRITS"
now in English

"SYNANON"

’’‘ Faberge

STUDIO
396 South First

292-6778

Soap in Savon Compact

Won Best Supporting
Actress Award
SHELLY WINTERS
Sidney
Elizabeth
Poitier
Hartman

Cologne in sets
Dusting Powder in
Cologne and Talc

$1
52 to $5

sets

$2.75 and $3.85
$2.75

"A PATCH OF BLUE"
also "AGENT FOR H.A.R.M. color

There are many other variations available to snit you.

G A Y
lo0 south Firm

244-SS44

"A HOT SUMMER GAME"
also
"RED LANTERNS"

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
10th &

Santa
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294.9131
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Mirth Reigns at Opening Night
Of ’Rivals’ in College Theatre
Full of subtle humor and
plays on words. "The Rivals"
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan
kept the audience in almost
continuous mirth during its
opening pei-formance in College
Theatre Friday night.
The cast, under the direction
of Dr. Harold Crain. professor
of drama, fittingly portrayed
their roles us characters epitomizing the trait their names
described.
to

ty

hie
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Miss Sally Kemp sparked the
entire performance
as
Mrs.
Malaprop, the plump dowager
with a gift for misappropiate
use of the English language.
The treinolos of her speech, the
fake mole on her chin, the
lavender and green plumes waving in her wig presented the
perfect picture of a middle-aged
widow, convinced of her beauty
and charm and daring anyone
to deny it.
HILARITY REIGNED

fit

ar
at

to
of

Hilarity reigned AR she constantly poured forth remarks
such as, in reference to her
niece Lydia, "She’s AS headstrong as an allegory on the
banks of the Nile." and. regarding Captain
Absolute,
"His
physiognomy iR so grammital."
Her confused meanderings in
the labyrinth of lanwilice became strikingly evident as she
cried, "Come, girls! This gentleman will exhort us. Come, sir,
you’re our envoy -Itsacl the way.
and we’ll precede."
Mrs. Claire Baker, portrayino,
-1
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"Highest Quality Haircutting
at Reasaruthle Prices."

E.

ate
MEN $1.80
BOY’S $1.55
(under 12 years old)
Razor Cuts $2.50
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MS

Daily 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m 4 p.m.
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1279 E. SANTA CLARA 297-9705

"Tit* lihals" will run toul*ht
eunear Theatre. Tickets tor
Drama Department production may be purehamed at
College T hea t re Bo,. Office,
r m a Building.
Speech and
from 1 to 5 p.m. Priers are $1.50
tor the general public anti 75
cents for students,

out laughing as Lydia, tossing
books into corners and under
the bed, cried to the maid, "Put
The Man of Feeling’ into your
pocket."
In playing Lydia’s lover, Captain Jack Absolute. William
Keeler took on the air his name
implied that of perfection and
the utter gallantry of an English gentleman. But it was Stanley A. Anderson Jr., portraying
Jack’s father, Sir Anthony, who
gave the surname its autocratic
meaning.
A delightful dialogue between
the two Absolutes revealed the
father’s design to marry off Jack
dospite the latter’s opinion on
the subject. The scene vvas cli-

BEAU TIES

lt ’by settle for less?

BOOKS &

Lydia Languish, effected the romantic sentimentality of a young
girl in love who read "true confessions" novels in sect-et. this
was 18th-century England. A
great flurry arose In one scene
when Mrs. Malaprop almost
caught her with the unsavory
evidence. The audience burst

=

1

ENGAGEMENTS
Suzanne Carter, junior English
of (for frum Walnut Creek, has
rtmounced her engagement to
hen Foster, senior engineering
major from Saratoga and member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. An
August 27 wedding date has
been set.
Lynn Edwards, junior art major from Lafayette and member
of Angel Flight. is engaged to
Robert Benitez, an SJS graduate
-11 aeronautics and engineering
San Jose. The couple plan
m August wedding.
Sandi Edwards, senior history
major from Cupertino and member of Phi Alpha Theta honorary
history society, is betrothed to
Tony Hernandez, senior electriengineering major from El
:-;alvador. A summer 1967 wedding is planned,
Susan Monsen, sophomore
mathematics major from San
Jose, has announced her engagement to Tom Powell, senior
chemistry major from Hayward.

rids .c.ii s
Man un Carnpus i!MoCi contest. sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega, national
nien’s sea ice n a Mal i ty. is under
way. Entry blanks anti the $5
entry fee may be submitted tu
the Student Affairs Busineas
Office, Building R. today and
tomorrow.
The contest is open to fratetnitics, sororities anti other livthink they
ing centers xho
might know the most ugly creatoi it. L.’ \IOC chairman Herm
Radloff cionmenled. "Women’s
centi.os must find an tippiopriatrly ugly man tu reprc,41I thrir

maser! as Anthony virtually
chased Jack around the room
with a gruesome description of
his wife-to-be.
Robert Ryan enacted the role
of Faulklancl with the histrionics and melodramatics befitting a cha. acter whose name
robably k derived from a
Shakespearean work. Particularly i ithanc,.ng was the rounding of his eye,; whon he became
upset over the way his beloved, Julia, was treating hint

Cart Relays To Begin Groek Week
lays, sponsored by Lambda Chi

tu the administration this year
culling for increased cooperation

Alpha fraternity, will

The 17th annual Pushcart Rebe held

by the student body in making

May 14 at the San Jose High

pushcarts a worthwhile campus

deadline

School track field from 11 a.m.

activity, according to Bob Wes-

pay their $15 application fee is

to 2 p.m.

tervelt, publicity chairman.
Men who wish to volunteer

Monday, April 25. Applications
art. ay:ill/dile at 41 S. 13th St.
_

The event, which officially be-

The scene design hy J. Wendell Johnson, professor of drama.
virtually created an olcl world
in the new -- something like
walking down the aisle and into
Bath, England, 1775. The effectiveness of the setting was
shown not only in the vividness
of the outdoor scenery. but al.,
in the contrast between the
masculine furnishings of the
Absolute household and the
femininity and elegance of Mrs.
Malaprop’s and Lydia’s rooms.

has returned to the SJS campus
after a year’s absence. Crowd
control was a major factor ill
their discontinuance, The fraternity presented a new program

Rowe,"
1265 HarrnH
Sse Jose
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Honda will circumvent parking lots and take
you directly to your destination. And. you’ll have
10I more fun getting there. As for economy,
prices start about $215 ! And you’ll rneet the
nicest people!
Free Brochure: Write Arner,cdn Honda Motor Co.. inc.
Department C6, Box 50. Gardena, California ,0 1966 AHM
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this shirt on the Ponderosa. Great
Even Floss wears
new look for the way-in crowdat a way-down price!
it in or out
Short sleeves with rawhide closure. Wear
_
of your chaps, chappie!
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Antelope . . . Gold . . . Olive . . .
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271 S. First St.
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AUTHENTIC COSITUMING
Costuming, too, lent the atmosphere of the 18th century.
Designed by graduate student
Kevin Seligman, uncler the supervision of Miss Berneice Prisk.
professor of drama, the rich
brocades of the ladies’ gravns
and the breeches and stockings
of the men were so authentic
the characters could have just
stepped out of the pages oi history.
The comedy found in "The
Rivals" is not always an obvious, overt form of humor but
the richness of the subtlely-presented remarks makes the play
an experience especially enjoyable foi the keen listener.
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295-0567
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"Time for a Change"

PINNINGS
Barbara Harris, sophomore
sociology major from San Bernardino has accepted the pin of
Bill Nunnallyjunior business
management major from Crest,nie and member of Sigma Nu.

We will gladly inspect and clean your
diamonds ultrasonically . . . free of
charge anytime. Of perhaps you would
like to) open a charge account for fouttre
I,et us olTcr you one Of OW’ fine

ia.a

urged to contact the individual

COUNTRYMAN ACRES
Bob Acres was, of course. the
countryman. Portrayed by Tracy
Thornell, he first entered the
stage with the dust of the road
upon his clothes and twigs in
his wig. Later when he attempted to be a gentleman, the red
bows on his shoes and the uncultured manner of his speech
brought laughter at his absurdity.
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GIR-OD 1\1"S
SAN ANTONIO CENfER MT VIEW
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MONDAY

SHOP MON THRU SAT UNTIL 9:30 p m
THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.

HONDA
t(612
One of

SALES
SERVICE
Oldest & Largest
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Honda Dealers
INSURANCE
BANK FINANCING
Open Mon. thru Fri. a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
America’s

*
*
*
*

1401 West San Carlos
Tel. 295-7295
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Twenty -Four Council Candidates
Seek Fourteen Representative Posts
_SJS students going to the polls senior representatises and

Nell1U1’,..

crease in scholarships fur grad -1

today will decide which candidates will choose the graduate repre- state students. fle also %%ants
pill represent them on the 196667 Student Council.
Twenty-four candidates are running for 14 Student Council po’anions.
Freshmen will cast ballots for
sophomore representatives, sophomores will vote for junior reprersentatives, juniors will pick the

sentatives today and tomorrow.
Freshman representatives will
be chosen in a special election
in the fall.
SENIOR REP C’ANDIDATES
Don McInnis, member of Spartan Shields and Spartacamp counselor, calls for a re-examination
of textbook resales and an in-

...9$ your group having
a costume party,
or oger _special mien!?

cau
JRS ENTERPRISES
for all color

PHOTOGRAPHY
Phone 286-5392 after 5 p.m.

College Graduate?
Interested In Selling?
Seeking Sales Career?
100-year old national company tripled sales during the
last 8 years. \\ill appoint sales representatise on July
1, 1966. Two year individually-supers ised training
- program.
For appointment phone:
Mr. Bull at 294-1013
An equal opportunity employer

11111111.111111wStan ford Children’s
Cons aleseent Hospital

BENEFIT CONCERT

Glen Yarbrough
Vince Guaraldi
Sunday Nlay 8th

Tickets: 7S3.50 & $2.50

Frost 1111phitheater

,San Jose Box Office
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re-examination of the appi oved
housing system.
Bob Stahl, 21 -year-old political
science major seeks to establish
an effective speaker’s corps, institute more student opinion surveys, abolish lockout for junior
women, and increase support of
a visiting lecture program.
Paul Bartko, 21 -year-old sociology major, wants student government to react more to students,
administration and "society at
large." He also wants relaxed
dorm rules and birth control information to be given at the
health center.
Ken Shackelford, 21 -year-old
political science major, seeks improved communication between
student government and students.
He wants the legislative and executive branches of student government to "get together."
Wes Watkins, ASB attorney
general, wants a liaison committee to work with the ASB president, consisting of representatives
from campus groups.
Roger Allen, last semester’s
Spartan Daily reporter for student government, wants a legal
aid service for students, polls t,.
determine student opinion on major issues and student participa
lion in curriculum planning.
JUNIOR DELEGATION
’ Seven candidates are trying for
the four-seat junior delegation.
Fred Stahl backs better communications between students and
the ASB, through polls and newspapers, legal aid for students and
a "realistic housing policy."
Barbara Barr wants to make
the students "proud of their college." She emphasizes the importance of improved student-ASB
communication.
Perry Kneisel wants an investigation of student. government appointment practices, improvement
of cultural activities and more
student interest in the ASB
1Speakers Corps.
\Bill Wright favors student participation in curriculum and cafeteria planning and expansion of
library and bookstore hours. He
is a sophomore representative on
Student Council.
Larry Hoff backs a platform
of "honest government." He says
he is not a politician and thinks
he will best represent the students.
James Caldwell wants to promote better government among
students through education of the
student lxxly and bmader representation in student government.
Clark Heinrich, ASB Personnel
officer, wants to revise the personnel selection act and to establish a national affairs symposium
on campus.
Five hopefuls for the four sophomore representative seats have
placed their names on the ballot.
Scott Smith, 1S-year-old business major, stated he has no platform.

.11.11r:11;1//ti

John Graham wants to "initiate
support and ef feet state prograt:.
designed to increase and enhamm
the cultural social and educational
opportunity of all students.
Larry Lundberg feels the NI
dent council should act according
to the students’ wishes, not their
own. He favors polls of student
opinion, more objective personnel
selection and thinks more ASB
committee posts should be filled
by inexperienced students who
are willing to work.
Wenn Williams is not affiliated
with any campus living center and
feels he can represent the opinions of a larger segment of the
campus.
Gerard Roney pursues the "return of student government to the
student body." His objectives are
a Student Council liaison commission to the students and the balancing of athletics appropriations
with general interest programs.

Twelve candidates for five ASB
executive positions have only another day and a half to find out
if the weeks of campaigning were
good enough to put them into
winning positions.
The polls open today and student consensus will make or break

VIC LEE
candidate
the aspirants for Student Council
and executive positions.
Three candidates have their hats
in the ring for ASB President.
Al Mason, 21 -year-old senior
journalism major, is running on
a platform of abolishment of student government. He is president
of Collegians for Educational Responsibility (CER) and first vice-
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Experience

Student Discount
Service in Local Stores
.An A
I Nat’
I
Affairs Symposium
Improserl Communit%
Relations
Student Insolvement
in Curriculum Planning

ASI3 Treasurer
Student Council
yearis
Heir.

College Lmon Board
of Gioertiors
Vice -Chairman of
Student Council
Who’s Who in
American College,

Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food
Moderate Prices
Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked }lam
Kosher Sille Corned Beef
Roast Tom Turkey
Chicago Style Pastrami ..... _
Roast Turkey Leg

1.60
1.60
1.60
-- 1.60
......
1.60
____ 1.60

COMBINATION PLATIS

-An ASB office is more than dignity with certain responsibilities; it is a mandate for improvement on the
students’ educational opportunities. It is time for a
major change. but it must hese a reasonable approach."

ASB PRESIDENT
IS.11 I kik

00

TICKET, PLEASE
This isn’t the kind of sign to see on election day but it’s there
welcoming all students to the annual Sparta Sings to be he’d_
Saturday in the Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m. From left are Don
Miller, Jackie Edenholm, Terry Mathew. Judi Currie, and Sparta
Chairinan, Lynn Rose, receiving her ticket.

chairman of the Santa Clara Coun- lections to be made on basis of
willingness to work, rather than
ty Young Republicans.
experience. He is also concerned
RATIONAL PROGRESS
with duplication of membership in
Bill Clark, 20-year-old junior the ASB committee system.
social science major, has issued a
COMMITTEE SYSTEM
platform calling for rational progress in student government. Clark
Ellen McAllister, soph om o r e
is presently ASB treasurer and English major, feels she could add
vt:as junior representative last fall,
Jerry Spolter, junior political
science major, announced his candidacy on a platform of "responsible change." The 21 -year-old candidate is ASB vice president this
year, chairman of Student Council
and member of Financial Advisory
Board.
Two candidates have filed for
the office of ASB vice president.
Vic Lee, sophomore representative and vice chairman of the Student Council, feels he has the experience to qualify him for the
vice president’s post as chairman
of Student Council.

Six candidate, tt running tor
the two graduate representative
posts in today and tomorrow’s
ASB elections.
Dick Miner, 22, presently serving as senior representative. wants
an end to mandatory ASB fees
and establishment of voluntary
athletic and cultural privilege
cards. He is a public administration major.
Lynn S. Basham, 22 -year-old
English major, says the graduate
student has been neglected and
he will try to "bring the graduate
back to the campus." He wants
an extension of library services.
Bruce Macumber, 22-year-old
business administration majo r,
seeks better alumni relations. reevaluation of the present system
of graduate representation, greater
student participation in curriculum reform, student discounts in
local stores and more popular entertainment on campus.
Phil Whitten, graduate sociology
major, calls for the Spartan Daily
to be independent of the Journalism Department and to have a
student -elected editor. Other
planks include a re-evaluation of
the football program, abolishment
of non-voluntary approved housing and available birth control
information.
Sam Badawi, 27-year-old electrical engineering major, wants
increased representation for graduate students, extended library
hours, and increa:ed curriculum
for graduates. He was student
body treasurer at Cairo University
in Egypt.
Jim Young, 22. senior sociology
major, wants extended library
hours, proportional ASB representation for graduate students
and abolishment of involuntary approved housing.

SPECIAL TO
STUDENTS
Black and White Photo
Combination Offer
I 8x10
3 5x7 Custom
12 Wallet Size Photos
10.00

Nortnall
All for

$16.95

WELL-PLANNED CHANGES
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Executive Officer Candidates
Anxiously Await Polling Results

FOR A "NO STOPPING" YEAR IN ’66-’67
Platform

Six Running
For Graduate
Positions

1,4’41

1:C.

41SP %HT kN DAILY

Any 2 meats

$1.75
Any 3 meats
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35

Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 7
Ballroom Leasing.
Rooms from $85 Per Month.

Located in the &ante

cha. moiki

NO PLATFORM
Miss Davis is finance officer of
Student Council and a member of
the Financial Achisory Board.
John Bruckman, a 20-year-old
industrial management tpre-law)
major. feels experience is the best
qualification and no platform is
needed because the post is mostly
administrative.
Two students aspire to be next
year’s Executive Secretary.
Hal Kushins, 21, a senior social
science major, wants personnel sehcal

2954626

JIM CONKLIN
. . . melts post
to the coordination of the committee system anti plans "to get along
with the next ASB president no
matter who wins."
A three-way battle has emerged
in the race for ASB Attorney
General.
Bill Bennett, graduate political
science major, calls platforms
"superfluous" since the attorney
general has no power to implement
policies. "It is an administrative
job and calls for a responsible, impartial person," Bennett said.
Ira Meltzer, senior political science major, co-editor and cofounder of the New Student newspaper, lists as one of his major
qualifications "I have never been
appointed to any position by John
Hendricks (ASB President)." One
of his objectives is to open faculty
parking lots to students at night.
The third candidate for the post
is senior representative Dick Wolfe
who wants to set up a committee
to work out problems between students and local police. He is a
member of Spartan Shields and
the Spartacamp committee.

advertisement

FOX TIFFANY
STUDIO
11 S. 2nd
294-3780
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Europe 66

Last Chance
New York $331
To Paris

Departs June 14 Returns Sept. 8
Departs June 20 Returns Sept. 5
San Francisco to Paris
$563.00
Round Trip
S476.00
Youth Rate

Attention Juniors ...

WES
WATKINS

N.

orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.

Lee, a political science major,
was raised in Tokyo, Japan. He
is a member of Tau Delta Phi,
men’s honorary scholastic society.
Jim Conklin, head yell leader,
is also running for A.SB vice president. A member of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity, Conklin states
he is unhappy with the present
ASB council situation and wants
to make well-planned changes.
The ASB Treasurer’s post is
contested by two experienced candidates.
Margaret Davis, junior representative on this year’s council,
is running on a three-part platform: responsibly informed student
body on financial matters, reevaluation of present system of allocation of ASB funds, and a large
budget for cultural events.

New York
To London

T

Departs June 21 Returns Sept. 5

for

SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE
* A.S.B. JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE
* A.S.B. ATTORNEY GENERAL
* WHO’S WHO 1965-66
* BLUE KEY
WIls Welkin,
IMO Welch Rd.

:98 7973

Independent Candidate

$300

San Francisco to London
$532.00
Round Trip
S446.00
Youth Rate
Ask abouf o ur "Europe by all means
of Transportation" student tour. Auto
rail passes.

Contact Tony Engstrom
tiS Grad Student in nosiness
297-0421

SI So. 19th

Waterdogs’
Title Drive
Under Way
The long drive towards a possible national championship in the
fall has been started in earnest
by Spartan water polo coach Lee
Walton.
Moviag into the second week on
spring workouts, the waterdogs
have started the annual decathlon
competition and are scrinunaging
every day.
Walton feels the squad for 1966
could be stronger than the 1965
team that was sixth-ranked nationally.
Chief reason for this optimism
Ls the return of Jack Likens, a
sophomore All-America two years
ago who redshirted last season.
Likens lived up to his reputation by winning the first event of
the deeathlon, reversals, and placing second to Ted Mathewson in
five-shot accuracy.
In reversals, defending decathlon
champion Greg Swan and Steve
Hoberg were a close second, while
Mathewson becarne the first player
in three years to score the maximum total of 25 points in the
shot accuracy.
Walton reported that Likens and
Moberg have been the two outstanding performers in the scrimmages, saying "Likens didn’t lose
any ability in his year’s layoff."
Walton has also been surprised
at Larry Lefner"He’s twice as
good as last year," transfer John
Schmidt, redshirt Steve Nelson
and returning letterman Jim Mobled for their strong early-season
performances,

utiful
oes for

s . Mid-hsel
ts - Wedgies
We hive- your size

4 AAAAA to

8I/2 to i2
$12 to
$30

open thors. until 9
charge accounts

M-5090
30 E. San Anfonio
Downtown San Jose
(ADVERTISEMENT)

Is This a Reading
Breakthrough?
You have recently been exposed to full-page advertisements claiming a new "brealcthrough in reading." You are
told that it is possible to read
3,000-6,000 words per minute
with complete comprehen.sion.
As a college student you are
far too sophisticated to be
taken in by such claims. The
truth is, no one can be taught
to "read" 6,000 wonis per minute. Lf a technique for reading
at that speed were available, it
would be taught at San Jose
State College and used in every
school in the United States.
Although it is physically impossible to read 6,000 words per
minute, READAK can teach
you to read much faster than
you do at present. Our graduates read at rates between 800
raid 1,200 words per minute.
READAK can also teach you to
skim at 6,000 words per minute.
READAK has been teaching
college students reading and
skimming techniques for nearly
ten years. READAK also teaches you to use your hand as a
portable pacing device, Our instructors are highly - trained
reading experts. READAK has
helped teachers, doctors, lawyers, company presidents and
many other adults to read more
effectively. READAK can do
the same for you.
Phone 248-7674 today for a
free reading test. Discover how
READAK can help you to learn
to read as fast as you can
t h ink.

(ReatieR)
READING IMPROVEMENT COURSES
375 Town & Country Village

I. J.

248-7674

PICKING
’ JACKSON

UP
SPLINTERS

We have been waiting for somebody to do it, but nobody has,
so we guess we will have to.
Predict the outcome of the 1966 major league pennant races,
that is.
Oh sure, we are aware that the season already has started, and
that at least one writer from every major fish wrapper and puppy
paddler in the nation has stated his views on the subject, as have
hundreds of magazine writers and radio-television sportscasters.
However, no one from Spartan Daily has yet put forward his
predictions, and, as is common knowledge, the greatest sports authorities in the nation reside daily from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in JC298.
The most logical one to offer the official Spartan Daily word
would appear to be Sports Editor Paul Savoia; after all, he is our
honored leader.
However, Paul flunked Crystal Ball Gazing 1B last fall when
he picked University of San Francisco to successfully defend its
WCAC basketball crown. In case you have forgotten, Mr. Savola University of Pacific made off with the WCAC championship, downing
USF twice in the process.
That narrows the field to fellow sportswriter Lee Juillerat,
campus life editor Sue Betharda part-time usherette for the San
Francisco Giantsand your truly.
Lee, like Paul, is a nice guy and a fine sportswriter, but anyone
who wears a Mexican bracero straw hat to class has got to be a loser.
As for Miss BethardWell, she knows a lot about baseball and
is a true Giants fan, but she disqualifies herself by being a charter
member of the Bill Hands (who’s he?) fan club.
That leaves the burden squarely on our slumping shoulders.
So with hands shaking and knees trembling, we gaze into our
murky crystal ball and come up with FEARLESS JACKSON’S FANTASTIC PROGNOSTICATIONS:
The National League, as always, comes first:
1. SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS--A surprisingly strong pitching
staff will put the Giants into the October classic.
2. ATLANTA BRAVESCan take it all if they stay in one city.
3. CINCINNATI REDSOldest major league club doesn’t quite
have enough punch to go all the way.
4. PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES--Trades will help but not
enough.
5. PITTSBURGH PIRATESBucs only average all the way
around.
6. LOS ANGELES DODGERSPitching collapse will spell the
end of a would-be dynasty.
7. CHICAGO CUBSDurocher, Williams, Banks, Santo and
nothing else.
8. NEW YORK METSNo longer a terrible team, the Mets are
now merely mediocre.
9. ST. LOUIS CARDINALSAge and bum trades have caught
up with this once-solid team.
10. HOUSTON ASTROSBuilding, but not fast enough.
We now train our foresight on the junior circuit.
1. NEW YORK YANKEESThe Yanks ain’t dead yet.
2. CLEVELAND INDIANSA good team, but at least a year
away from the pennant.
3. BALTIMOIRE ORIOLESGood team, but lacks pitching depth.
4. MINNESOTA TWINS--Not enough pitching to repeat.
5. CALIFORNIA ANGELSWill be the best team in baseball
in five years.
6. DETROIT TIGERS--Good hitting, but who is going to pitch
and defend?
7. CHICAGO WHITE SOXTime for a Chisox collapse.
8. WASHINGTON SENATORSGil Hodges will keep the Nuts
out of the cellar.
9. BOSTON RZD SOXBeantowners have- some very good
players, and many very poor players.
10. KANSAS CITY ATHLETICSAl Dark inherits the worst
team in the major leagues.
So there you have it, sports fans, and we will see y’all at Candlestick Park next October for the opening game of the 1966 World
Series.

Santa Clara Upsets Golfers
Despite hitting three-under-par Monday on the Spring Valley Golf
as a team. SJS golfers were upset Course.
15-12 by Santa Clara linksters
Ross Randall, who tied with
.
_
Bronco ace J kin Weichers for
medalist honors by firing a 67
on the par-72 course, led the Spartans.
Randall and Weichers did not
meet head-on, however.
Terry Small, although two-under
Grief is graduating with a B.A. wth a 70, dropped his duel with
Weichers 3-0.
degree and no idea of what to
Itruidall also took a 3-0 win,
do with it A lot of grief is but lost best ball with Small % to
degree
B.A.
graduating with a
21/2.
and the wrong idea of what to
Don Keffer fired another subdo with it. And wasting the most par 70, but could only earn a tie.
important years of your life dis- In the best ball with Ken Slasor,
covering (the hard way) that he was in another draw.
Dick McClean came home in 73
you chose the wrong career.
strokes to %vin 3-0 and joined
Enrolling in our Campus Intern- with Chris Andrews to take the
ship Progratn now could save best ball by a 2% to % score.
The loss drops the SJS mark
you a lot of grief at graduation. to 6-3.
How? By giving you the opJerry Vroom and the aforeportunity to become involved in mentioned six leave tonight for
innot just exposed to--life
Tempe, Arizona and the two-day
surance sales as a career. You Sun Devil Tourney.
The Friday-Saturday affair will
learn life inaurance as a profession, from a professional. You pit the linksters against the nation’s finest perennial golf powput what you’ve learned into er University of Houston.
practice, and find that a life inThe Mesa Country Club will
surance sales career pays off in test Houston, SJS, Fresno State,
dollars as well as a sense of satis- Los Angeles State, Texas Western
faction. By graduation, you and Arizona University.

DOCTOR9
LAWYER, OR
A LOT OF GRIEF

know what you’re going to do
with that B.A. degree.
We’re old pros at saving graduates a lot of grief while they’re
undergraduates. And we can
prove it.
B. L Roichmoth. C.L.U.
Manager
For information regarding
either your own Life Insurance
Program or a Career in Sales
Management call 297-5707.

210 North 4th Street
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a century of dedicated service

Spartan Baseballers
Bow to Indians 13-3
The SJS baseball team lost a
laugher yesterday, but when Stanford’s 13-3 trouncing of the Spartarts was over neither coach Ed
Sobczak or any of .his charges
were smiling,
The loss was the. eighteenth of
the season for the Spartans, who
have won ten, and makes it impossible for the SJS crew to break
.500 this year, since they have
only six games remaining.
Stanford jumped un SJS starter
Gene Hessler for four runs in
the first inning, and so far as the
record book was concerned, the
game might just as well have ended right there.
Mike Schomaker started the
Tribe uprising with a double to
center field, and after advancing
on an error by Hessler, scored
on Peter Middlekauff’s single.
James Hibbs then hit the first
of his two home runs and Stanford
had four runs and the ball game.
Frank Pangborn relieved Hessler and coasted along until the
fourth inning when four Stanford
hits coupled with some sloppy defensive play by SJS gave the
Indians another four counters. Big
blow in the inning was a long
double off the left -center field
fence by Steve Hovley.
In the meantime, back at the
plate, the Spartans were getting
less than nothing off Indian starter
Frank Klinger, who went the first
three innings allowing only Charlie
Nave to reach first base on a walk
in the second inning.
Left-hander James Blaschke was
no better news for the Spartans,
as he took over the hurling chores
in the fourth inning, and allowed
just two hits and four base runners before leaving the game for
a pinch hitter in the eighth frame.
SJS finally got on the score-

Intramurals
-.01 ’11;11.1.
The second round iil independent fast pitch softball games will
be played today on the south campus fields beginning at 3:45 p.m.
Today’s action has Markham
Hall tangling with the Allen Haiti
ers on Field 1, Air Force ROT( ’
battling the "B" Bailers on Fick’
2, the ’curdles tatting on the Newman Knights on Field 3, the Fat men playing the Beavers on Field
4, Alpha Tau Omega testing the
Fruits on Field 6 and Sigma Alarm
Epsilon meeting Wagg on Field 7
The Moulder Men draw a bye.
In Monday’s independent games.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2 W:1,
awarded a forfeit win metBeavers. The Moulder Men fie
feated Air Force ROTC 10-3 behind Dave McCmitt’s four runs
batted in. The Turdles downed
Allen Hall 9-6, as Randy Martin
had two hits in three trips to the
plate. The "B" Bailers edged the
Fatmen 4-3, behind a combined
four-hit pitching effort by Jim
Smith and Pat Esery. The Fruits
clobbered the Waggs 13-1, as Junior Esteves threw a one hitter
and the Newman Knights held off
a late rally by Alpha Tau Omega
to earn a 15-13 decision.
VOLLEYBALL
The Bear Claws spotted the Cal
Hawaiians a game, then came back
to capture the intramural six man
volleyball tournament championship.
The Hawaiians won the first
game of the three-game final
series 15-13, but the Claws came
back to capture the final games
15-10 and 15-5.
Theta Chi No. 1 finished third
in the three-day tournament, with
Alpha Tau Omega fourth and Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Red Horde
tied for fifth.

board against Duro Quiring in
the ninth, when Tony Hernandez
doubled down the left field line
and scored on AI Taylor’s single
After Nave had forced Taylor and
Bruce Young had grounded out,
singles by Carl Tognolini and
Steve Egge, plus a Stanford error
gave SJS the final runs of the

k9.L.FAI:

Spartan truck coach Bud Winter
yesterday laid out his full plans
in an attempt to make Tommy
Smith the greatest sprinter in history.
Talking at a luncheon of the
Northern California track writers.
Winter said, "I believe you should
set goals for all your athletes.
and our goal for Tonuny is that
he will better, equal, or at least
approach world records in all
three sprints, the 100, the 220
and the 440.
Winter reported that no other
man has ever done this, "but I
think Tommy has a chance to be
the best man who ever drew on
a spike."
The veteran Spartan coach indicated that Smith will go all out
in one of these events in each
of the three remaining Spartan
home meets.
For example, this Saturday
against Fresno State at the Spartan oval, Smith will make an assault on the 200-meters and 220yard records. Smith shares tire
world’s mark in the former at 20.0.
California track coach Sam Bell
also praised the Spartan junior,
especially for the 440 relay leg,
where Smith caught and overtook
Forrest Beaty.
"I’ve seen three great 440 relay
anchors in my time, including Bob

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando Sf.
Next to Calif Booh Stor

Booters Get Kicks
In Friday Opener..

ED SOBCZAK
. baseball coach

L.:cuing their kicks theseXys
are SJS soccer team meniters,
who open
spring slate of exhibitions Friday night against the
Monterey Naval Post Grad School
in Spartan Stadium at 8 p.m.
A preliminarY between the S.TS
Alumni and the Santa Clara Youth
Village is tabbed for 6 p.m.

A New Home for
SPAGHETTI LOVERS
All the spaghetti
you can eat.

$1

Monday thru Thursday

Hayes’ at Tokyo, but Smith’s 110;
yards Saturday, in which he shift -I
ed gears four or five times, was
the best of all.

ANGELO’S
STEAK NOUSE

72 E. Santa Clara Sf.

Drama Department Presents
Sheridan’s Classic Comedy of Manners

THE RIVALS
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY
Benefit Matinee 2 p.m. Saturday
College Theatre
S.J.S.C. Students 75c

Curtain 8:15 p.m.
Box Office Tel. 294-1931

Produced by the Radio & TV Journalism
Students of San Jose State

"SPARTAN SPECTRUM"
Twice nightly tonight and every night
7:25 and 7:55 p.m.
KXRXat 1500 on your AM radio dial
Political Advertisement

FOR
JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE

;
,

EXPERIENCE:
Spartan Shields
ASB Parents Day Chairman
Student Activities Board
Orientation Leader
Questions Call 293-6294 or 286-0612

JIM BEAM
... Spartan polo vaulter

James Caldwell
A8684
**********************

Olympic Officials
P.E. Dept. Guests
Visitors from Mexico and Uganda are on campus this week as
guests of the SJS Men’s Physical
Education Department.
Hector Chamarro Alvarez of
Mexico and Polyearp Kibuka Kokoza of Uganda are visiting as
part of the Multinational Leadership Project in Physical Education.
Chamarro is an aide on the
Mexican Olympic Committee. Kakoza, associated with various physical education groups, also is on
the Olympic Committee.

FAMOUS

YARDLEY’S
Buy One reg. size

Get One Free travel size
1Z4Otatr
10fh & William

- *
*
*
*

JAMES "SPARK" CALDWELL

$107.50
EVEN LESS WITH TRADE

’skle

**********************************************42

,

SAIARL

SP %STAN BAR-V--$
Wednesday, April ’21.), 1966

Winter Lays Plans
To Make Smith Best

Spring & Summer
Fragrance & Bath Splasheroo
ALL NEW

14 4 -

292-5502

Right
on
Target
Any traditionalist recognizes the rightness of
Deansgate. Not only in its inimitable shoulder, but
in every facet of its lines, fabrics, colors, and patterns. Available in spor.t jackets and suits at the
better shops.
FAMOUSSTERNBERG, INC.

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

;*
es

a...SPARTAN DATLT

Wednesday, Aptll 20, 19136

International Folk Group
To Perform on Campus

s is

Freshman Receives
Key to Santa Clara
I her hometown Friday, but only
for a short time.
It all happened because she received a free ticket to the Lafayette Industrial Park dedication
luncheon.
As Miss Zeller was waiting for
Gov. Edmund G. "Pat" Brown to
arrive for the ribbon cutting ceremony, one of the hosts asked Miss
Zeller to hold the key.
She did; while waiting for
Brown, as he cut the ribbon and
when he spoke with various dignitaries. In all, it was for roughly
20 minutes.
The governor was then directed
to Miss Zeller. She said to herself, "I better keep my ’cools:’ "
then to Brown, for she had no
idea that she was going to make
the presentation, "It’s nice that
you came down today, for we ate
haying such beautiful weather."
When he asked her, "What
VALERIE ZELLER
. . . receives city key should 1 clo with the key?" she
replied, "You better look for a
lock!"

Miss 1.’,.1ntie Zeiler, SJS freshInternational Folk Dancem from rope for 28 days.
man history major, who lives in
As a result of this tour, the
Ilrigham Young Univeisity IBYU)
Santa Clara, was given a key to
o ill perform in Morris Dailey BTU students will tour eight
Auditorium Friday at 12:30 p.m. countries to dance in 11 festivals
this summer.
.is part of International Week.
The dancers will be featured at
Composed of students from BTU,
he group performs foreign and a San Jcere City College concert
American folk dances in national Friday evening. Admission price
costumes, according to Interna- for this performance will be $2.50
tional Week Committee repre- according to Taylor.
At SJS a donation of 50 cents
sentative Gary Taylor.
will be accepted for the afternoon
The dancers were selected to
concert.
represent the U.S. at the International Folk Dance Festival in
Denmark in 1964. This was the
iirst time in history that the U.S.
was represented.
Following the festival the
troop’ toitred major cities of Eli -

Secret FULFILLMENT
Plunge Bra Jilyette Custom Cleaners
for the minus and
average figure
Wear it Without pads for gentle
curveS, With pads for high
rounded uplift
Secret Fulfillment
by Lilyette adds glamour
above the bra for the
small, in-between or
average figure. It
assures you of the next
complete size. Removable
Foam Rubber Push-up pada
give you a fulfilled
bosom for the most daring
decolletage. Gossamer
light with wide off.theshoulder camisole straps
and a back that plunges
lower than ever.
Ban-Loa., lace and Lycra,
Spandex Powernet. White
or Black. A cup 32-36;
B and C cup 32-38.

$6 9 5

Ro6erta
286 South First St.

481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and llth

BEST LIVING IN
SAN FRANCISCO?
3 friendly residence club.
Hotel services,two meals,
activities among 100
young men and women,
cost less than hotel alone.
By the day, week, or from
$92.50 per month. Three
convenient locations in
lively residential neigh. borhoods.Reserve for this
summer now. Write The
onroe, 1870 Sacraento .S.t. Or call (11)
.1 6200.

Campaign Group
Plans Busy Month

speech by gubernatorial candi,late George Christopher will highlight the next month’s activities
.4 Students for Christopher.
The new SJS organization will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in ED100 to discuss their precinct work
and hear a speech by Ben Reichmuth of the Santa Clara County
Christopher headquarters.
The candidate himself is scheduled to appear at a SJS rally
on Thursday, May 5 at noon, acThe Jewel Tea Company of Newcording to Steve Pitcher, Students ark, Calif. v..111 be on campus tofor Christopher chairman.
morrow to interview students for
summer sales positions. Interested
students should see Mrs. Margo
Keller, student placement intee(student rotes)
viewer, in the Placement Center,
for an appointment.
ADM234,
U.S. citizenship required.

Tea Co. To Hold
Sales Interviews

RENT

Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST
295-6765

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

V91093

Spartan Daily Classifieds
finest in
61 MGA 1600. Wire wheels, r/h. lug HAPPINESS IS A female room’s, to share R & C PHOTOGRAPHY. The
,,h for the 6 week SUMMON’ ses- color. Wedding service. $85 with the alANNOONC.EMKPITS
,Lliral paint. 1 owner. ex- 1r
bum. Call 259.0364.
- Call 298.5018.
-.Haien, $975. 968.6479 after
SHELDON DANCE STUDIO
Skill NG, GRAMMAR CORRECTED.
SINGLE ROOM with kitchen, T,V. & PICA ELECTRIC. Term papers. thesis,
April 30. From tots to teens --tars, 6.1
t
59 VW
$30. Quiet & clean. Parking. dissertation experience, 295-1163.
let, modern jazz. Special rates for col
786.1311 532 S. 911,. 264.3994. See Rick.
lege students’ children. 85 monthly. Fe
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
forther information call Eldeen Sheldon.
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
1’64 VESPA MOTORSCOOTER. Excellent
LOST AND FOUND (61
292-7852, 48 S. 4th, #9.
Dave Towle. 244-9600.
annually.
294
’
ActURATE TYPING in my home.
FAST,
CARIBBEAN,
leading
SAILING EXPEDITION,
.55 CHEV. STATION WAGON. -47 door, REWARD: For any information
share adventure. ekperience. Air mail s 0,
rebuilt transmission, r/ IL to recovery of pet Mallard duck last Corrections made by request. All papers.
yate Fairwinds. Club Pesca, Cartagena, new paint Toed tires. $225 or offer. 297. seen at 6th & San Salvador Sts., April 293-4420.
Colombia.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced,
12. Call 294-3901 or 294-9494.
accurate, guaranteed. Editing also. Call
FLYING CLUB, 2 memberships avail.
COST blue jacket with skin diving club 259-4710.
, FOR SALE (3)
able. Gess,. 182 & 150. Latest model,.
patches. at Julian IV. Reward. Call Paul,
Faculty and staff members invited. Col FRAMUS, GERMAN 12 string acoustical room 222. 294-6019.
Rules G
mg
le -se e,ierLen
condition, $85 cash.
REWARD: $5.00 for return of girl%
- - 286.2329.
Employment Ads
White Stag car coat. Green -beige,
HAVE A SILVER & white reale cat,
Excellent con- striped lining. name inside. Left in Room
months old. Can’t keep him after June. SURFBOARD. 9’6" Yount.
owner drafted. 425 McQuarrie after 11:30 a.m. class, All classified ads which run in the SparWant him to have a good home. Un- dition. $90. Must sell,
tan Daily concerning employment mutt
Xi).
(Theta
294.6294,
Call
298.6525.
Merck 30 245.0401.
affectionate.
usually
state the exact work to be performed
GIRL’S 26" BICYCLE. 3 speed, hand
VOTE LARRY A. HOFF for Junior Rep brakes, new tires. Good condition. $1S.
or items to be sold. Jo6s involving comsERVICES U31
resentntive of A.5.8. #6 nn the Ballot. 443 S. fith St., *A. Call 293-2216.
missions cannot state or imply earnings.
for
Hoff.
123
5.
for
by
students
Paid
WIG. Shoulder length, ash blond, 100% FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYP11th St.
human hair, adjustable size. 292-1076 ING in my home. Editing upon request.
ELECT ROGER F. ALLEN SENIOR REP. after 5 on, Maxine.
To place an ad:
_ 259,5118.
RESENTATIVE.
SURFBOARD. 9’4". Sani"a-Crut Surfshep. TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Visit the
$70. Den t wait. Ca I
-,d,ti-,n.
243-6313 9 e.m. to 8 pm.
IVANT TO WATFR SKI WEEK DAYS? 291 4n2 hets,ern 5.7 p.m.
Classified
Adv. Office -J206
e,
AUTOMOBILE It MOTORCYCLE INHELP WANTED 14)
Daily
SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
CAMP POSITIONS AT SANTA CRUZ 286 5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
AUTOMOYIY5 (2)
10:30 - 3:30
MT. Area Boys Camp. July 10-Aug. 20. EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses,
Submit ads 2 publications days prior
’62 BUICK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE. Great opportunity for summer relaxation term papers, etc. Work guaranteed, 378to day ad is to run.
Powder blue. V8, R/H, bucket seats, & experience. Beautiful setting. Oppor- E1577. Jo Vine.
tuna/ fnr service to youth. Call 266.5672
white we’’’ 41300. 968-3364.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area. Send in handy order blank. Enclose
or npply room 112, PER Building.
1956 BUICK SPECIAL Excellent condielectric typewriter. Price per hour cash or check. Make check out to
tion, R,,di, & heater. $250. White wall TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest, entire or page. 245-7999.
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
West & Alaska. Salaries $5400 up--Free
tires. 252-8812.
RENT A TN. Esche’s. Cell 251-2598. $10
Phone 294-6414, Est 2465
registration. Southwest Teachers Agency,
1956 OLDS. Good condifien. Radio & 1303 Central Ave., NE, Albuquerque, a month.
heater. $100. Call 252-8812.
New Mexico.
- ’65 HONDA 160. Excellent condition. DINWER HASHER WANTED AT SIGMA
Never raced. $500 or best offer. Call Pl. Geod food, 11/2 hours work. Call
ITo buy, sell, rent or
297,9963.
294.8838 after 5 p.m.
announce anything,
Minimum
lines One time three times Five times
’65 HONDA 150. 2900 miles. $60 equity, 2 YOUNG AGGRESSIVE MEN for full
just fill out and clip
if
even
work:
summer
or
One time
part.time,
or
take over payments. Excellent condition.
this handy order
atterding college. Will train as automoCall 252.2122.
3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
blank.
bile selesmen, salary commensurate with
’65 HONDA 90 trailbike. Excellent con. ability. Profit sharing & fringe benefits.
4 lines
2.00
2.75
3.00
dition, fiber:Iles packbox included. $250. Call Don Jones, Johnson Motor Co. 400
5 lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
Call Dave 294,2713.
961-4146.
El Camino _ Real.
_
Send to: Spartan Daily
-6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
’65 AUSTIN HEALY MKIII 3000. All ex- WANTED. Experienced part time waiter
CLASSIFIEDS,
Add this
tras. Like now. Racing Green. 245.7814. over 21. A-I restaurant. Evening work,
1206, San Jose State
amount for
$1.25 hour. Call 968.1040 mornings.
$2695.
.50
.50
College, San lose,
’50
each addi
’63 IMPALA SS. Maroon with black inteHOUSING 151
Calif. 95114.
banal line
rior. All extras with new shocks. Must
sacrifice et 41625. 293.9554.
FEMALE STUDENTS room & board. $80.
Print your ed here:
_ _
deposit. Large unap,
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
53 HONDA I25CC RACING TAW. No contract, no
hi-fi, 7.V.,
room,
private
proved
house,
for Each Line)
New paint. rebuilt engine. tachometer,
CLASSIFICATION
Close to cam Do Not Abbreviate
megaphones (street mufflers included). fireplace, excellent food.
297-9742.
Call
MIS.
O Announcements (1)
Excellent eppeerance & condition. $400.
No refunds possible on canceled eds.
$75. 2 bedroom furnished apt. 678 S.
2941927, H. Thigpen. Will rerturn
0 Automotive (2)
d 297.R354.
0 For Sale (3)
111 BERKELEY SPORTS CAR. Very nob’ DELUXE 2 bedroom apt. Furnished. sum
O Help Wanted (4)
fiberqies & eluminum body. Needs
776 S. 10th, S.J. 259-4466 or
mission. $100. 294-6019. Rcom 306A
,
0 Housing (5)
John Balch.
O Lost and Found (6)
2 GIRLS OVER 21 1c; sht;re new 3 beci:
Furnished. Near Safari
Personals (7)
’S4 AUSTIN HEALY. Belish recinq greer
,
paid. 251313179.__
wei,y
Pe. Call 295-0576
0 Services (8)
56 S. I s t
2 BEDROOM unfurnish-ed, specious-ipi
TransPortetien (9)
Fireplace. Married couple or 4 girls. See
’60 KARMANN GHIA. P ’H. new fires. mann", 475 S. 4th St.
rr.rood !oncil),,,n. Must sell. Best offer
"GIRL TO SHARE 41/2 room apt. $31.
Address
Name
-rer 8650. Call 259-4466.
Pt ;
,
machine. Neer S.J.S.
(Please Print)
.4 HONDA SCIA-MitER. Good corTd,
I
29B1184.
’ ’’
City
Start ad on
& frort modified. Must see
Phone
MALE BUSINESS MAJOR needs same
moo
S400. 286.3277.
.1,-, 2 1,-1,-,o))) furnished apt. Juno
.Y,
r/h. new top, tonneau, 18 for Summer $ Fell. Pool. Near Sears.
Enclosed
is
$
For
r,rhAL.I. A rlint. $1350. !,30. Cal! Jay al 295.1709, between 5
lesewwwwwwwweriewereeweereetseeeƒƒ
land 6:30 p.m.
offer. 779-2827. Morgan Hilt

CLASSIFIED RATES

Three

yr

(Paid Peliffeel Advertisement)

Spartaguide

I, the undersigned, as an individual (not as a "group,"
as prohibited by the Election Code) endorse and support
Jerry Spolter for ASB President
Signed,
Dennis Moynihan

**
.0*
iThe following double column announce** ments are paid political advertisements
4s
* by individual donations of the persons
I named.
**
**
* Steve Acers
*
; *Roger F. Allen

Soc. Science Major /

r, *Lynn S. Basham
:,---Bill-Basansky
;

Lance Beizer

; *Bill Bennett
;

Jim Braden

Lauren Davis

: *Margaret Davis
7 :, Paul Doran
p.m., meeting will start in the 1,‘ Jana Dremann
Campus Chapel with initiation of , :, Maureen Duggan
new members, the meeting will
I, Gary Eason
then move to Hl. Mrs. Lois Fry
from the Spartan Bookstore will .41: *John Graham ....
demonstrate the art of tissue pa- 1: Jack Groben
per flowers and decorations.
4’4, Erin Goodwin
SJS Cycling Assn., 8 p.m., Ma - : Mike Hales
goo’s Pizza, Fourth and San Fer-i : Mary Ann Hardy
nando.
Cliff Heisterberg
SJS Geological Society, 7:301 ;
Sandy Hcchler
p.m., ED100, Dr. Wayne Kartch- ;
*
* Bill lngwerson
ner will speak on "Hawaiian Vol I
; Chris A. Johnson
cantles," everyone sselcome.
*
* Robert Johnson
Phi Alpha Theta, 3:30 p.m., CH *
: Terry Kane
234.
* Cordell Koland
Arab-Anterican Club, 3:30 pm .0,
* Dallas Koland
Cafeteria A and B.
*
Parapsychology
Society, 7.30 ’9,,, *Perry Kneisel
4’ *Hal Kushins
p.m., CH149.
*
Rho Epsilon, 7 p.m., Salinas Val- : Ken Lane
ley Savings and Loan Assn., Sara- : Bob Larke
toga and Prospect AVe
: Con Lebedeff
* *VICTOR LEE
*
I, Jim Lewis
r,

&Wail

60 DAYS
Open to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ed’s

$599
pack.g. Includes
I. Round trip via Pan Am and
United JETS
2. Transfers round trip
3. Deluxe Apartments for 60
days including meid service
4. Circle island tour
5. Get acquainted Party
6. Tahitian show and LUAU
7. Your OWN 1966 Chevy II
wish UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This
is your car, you just pay fer
the gas.
Price based on triple occupancy
of room and auto.

VNLIM1TED MILEAGE

Roy Eugene Lokey

Candidate, Graduate Rep. /
Pres. Russian Honorary Soc.

/

Pres. Epsilon Eta Sigma :
Candidate ASB Attorney Gen. ’it
Radio-T.V. News /
Frosh Rep., Frosh Assembly li
Pres. Spartan Shields m.
International Relations Major Z
*
Candidate Junior Rep. v.
.-"’"
Freshman Assembly Dept. Dir. v.
*
Psychology *
Pres. Sigma Chr;
Pres. Kappa Alpha
T---*heta *
______,--*
Social Science Major /
Vice Pres. Pi Alpha Nu i
Vice Pres. Hoover Hall :
Candidate ASB Treasurer *
*
Art Major :
R. A. Washburn Hall :
Vice Pres. Washburn Hall /
Pres. Sigma Nu :
Candidate Sophomore Rep,.._/
former Vice Pres. Markham Hall **
Art Major /
Pres. Markham Hair:
Pres. Hoover Hall ;
former I.D.C. President ;
Pres. Theta Chi
Pres. Phi Mu
Vice Pres. Inter Dorm Council 1
Vice Pres. Theta Chi ;
R. A. Allen Hall i
Pres. Royce Hall

*
Candidate Junior Rep. I
Candidate ASB Executive Secretary i
Pres. Inter Dorm Council :
4
English Major :
Officer, Russian Club (FNCH) t
CANDIDATE, ASB VICE-PRESIDENT ASenior Management Major *

1:

Jerry Mallicoat

Senior Industrial Relations Meiji

:

Ruth Magnuson

Chrmn. Indep. Housing Assn. /
Candidate ASB Attorney General /

Dale McAwelly

Industrial Technology MajaL;

: *Ellen McAllister

Candidate ASB Executive Secretary...1:

;

John McCorduck

;

Andy_McDonald

; *Dick Miner
; Greg Modesti
*
* Scott Moore
4,_
«
«
*
*
*
it
0
*
*
*
*
es
*
*
*
*
*
*

Duncan Naylor
Jane Nettleship
Bob Nichols
Kathy Nordstrom
Kathie O’Bitz
Don Phelps
Leonard Poon
Gary Price
Dick Rea

: *Gerard Roney
;

Joe Rynear

4,*

Leon Rountree

:

Barbara Schlager

:

Carol Schnitfeir

t,

Kathy Schwent

:,

Bill Schwent

.:

Julie Scott

;

Maureen Searles

;

Jim Shaw

; Dick Soto
; Jim Spence
*
* *Bob Stahl
*
* *Fred Stahl
*
* Rick Trout
4(
* Dave Turner
*
* Greg Villamov
*
* Gary Volpe
*
* Eric Von Forstmeyer
*
* Tim Walls
i *Glen A. Williams
Terry Wheeler

Business Major Z.
Candidate Graduate Rep. Z
Pres. Delta Upsilon
S artan Daily Editor, Fall ’65 *
*
Vice.Pres. SAM *
Pres. Washburn Hall i
Junior Soc. Science Major

Pres. Sigma Alpha Mu

ati
to
bu4
vol

por
to
so
COL
trii
of

bar
to

Markham Athletic Chrmn. *
Vice Pres. Circle K i
Candidate Sophomore Rep,.1
President Tau Delta Phi :
President Omega Psi Phi /
former Council Recording Sec. /
Vice Pres. Sigma Kappa
former ASB Executive Sec.
English Major
Secretary, Hoover Hall
Senior Music Major *
Graduate Student :
President, Frosh Assembly

Cli
Bah
arn
to
VD

Officer Semper Fi USMC
Candidate Senior Rep.
Candidate, Junior Rep. *
-*
ASB Treasurer, Fall ’65 *
*
President Alpha Phi Omega I

higi
Nor

Political Science Major ;
Civil Engineering Major *
Art Major
Sociology Major
Candidate Sophomore Bei

2918000

t, Ted Weisgal
: *Jim Young

Candidate Graduate Rep. /

SO. FIRST SI. SAN 1OSE_A

fir
na
on

Recreation Major
Pres. Kappa Sigma

4,* *Phil Whitten

ajoet taxi evict.

wz
Cc

Senior Home Economics Majczi

SER,,ATIONS

SXP.O.ZVrAra

to
Pe
vvi

Brd. of Directors, Circle K ;

Vice Pres. SEE *
*
Candidate Graduate Rey,_:

CLL FOP

bu

Chairman, Unico *
Candidate Sophomore Rep. 1

:, *Ira Meltzer

h

Social Science major ;

I‘ *Larry Lundberg

;
5 deparfures June 18, 25
July 2, 9, 16

Candidate, Senior Rep. *
Candidate, Graduate Rep. /

Industrial Arts Club, IA240.
Dome Eeenomkes Chapter,

TRAVEL

Pres. Sigma Alpha Epsilon

; *Sam Badawi

:

AMIE

*
**
*
i
i
!
*

Anne Alston

4,4’

; Charlie Brown
*
* Dennis Brusaschetti
TODAY
*
Roger Bylund
Gamma Alpha Cid. 8 p.m., Heid- *
*
elberg Room of the Garden City * *Jim "Spark" Caldwell
Hofbrau.
; Christy Cleary
tt
Alpha Delta Sigma, Advertising * Bob Cole
Fraternity, 8 p.m., Heidelberg *
* Jeff Coupe
Room of the Garden City Hofbrau, *
* Carol Crawford
joint meeting with GAX, adver- *
: Steve Crooks
tising fraternity for women.
Phrateres International, 7 p.m. : Dick Davin
MI1225.

A3577

AND ...

tion
pito
the
par

President Allen Hall :

: Sammy Zwanzig
Graduate Education Major 41;
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
********************** ********************* ******
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